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  Design Fundamentals 
Edges 

What are Edges? Edges are simply the perimeter of a shape - a color shape or a value shape. 
Edges form the border between shapes and describe how they interact with each other. There 
are two kinds of edges: hard and soft.  

Hard Edges  

Hard edges retain their hard perimeter and simply butt up against their neighboring shapes. A 
hard edge stops the eye and forces it to rest in that area, unable to move into adjacent shapes. 
Hard edges always come forward, and soft edges recede. It makes sense then that hard edges 
should be used at the center of interest to hold the eye there. Hard edges are easily illustrated by 
traditional landscape paintings where the foreground elements, those being nearest the viewer, 
have hard edges and are well defined. As one moves back into the middle and backgrounds, the 
edges tend to get less defined and more blended thus creating the sense that space is receding.  

Soft Edges  

Soft edges are also referred to as blended edges. I use the terms soft and blended 
interchangeably. Soft edges always recede. Soft edges allow the eye to move easily between 
shapes with no perimeter barriers to hamper their movement – these soft edges between shapes 
create passages between shapes. These passages allow the edges of adjacent shapes to merge 
together, thus making larger, more interesting shapes.  

Manipulation of hard and soft edges allows the artist to control movement of the viewer's eye 
through the painting. Control of edges in a painting is a critical skill to master on your journey as a 
painter. A note about blending an edge (creating a soft edge). Creating a blended edge is very 
easy. Make sure that both colors - on either side of the edge to be blended - are wet. Dry edges 
will not blend. Move your brush in the direction of the edge (parallel to, not across the edges) to 
blend the colors together.  

To summarize, a painting should contain both hard and soft edges. The soft edges should lead 
the eye to the hard edges which reside at or near, the center of interest.  
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